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THE GROOPER EXPERIENCE WILL CHANGE YOU
LET’S GET STARTED!

2 WAYS TO IMPLEMENT GROOPER
Grooper was built to succeed where others have failed, taking on tough 
challenges. The platform processes and integrates massive amounts of 
difficult data from complex documents and architecture. If we say our 
system can solve a problem, it can. And we’ll show you how.

We provide data fulfillment as a “done-for-you” service or collaborate on a 
“done-with-you” approach to teach you the technology. Either way, your 
data is always yours, always secure, and now more useful than ever.

DEEP EXPERTISE
Receive the benefit of the only software 
manufacturer in this business who has 
implemented the competition’s products. 

(With 30+ years evolving the industry and setting 
the standard for intelligent document processing, 
we’ve solved real-world problems on hundreds of 
Kofax and Captiva implementations and integrated 
with Documentum, IBM, OptenText, SharePoint, 
and most other ECM/database systems.

A NEW APPROACH 
Create workflows based on the way you work with 
documents. By embedding human understanding 
into documents, you get to build a system that 
works with data the way a human would. 

(Grooper delivers data enrichment that embeds human 
comprehension into documents and other unstructured 
data. We’re dedicated to innovation in the industry.)

SCALE 
Meet the demands of any size project. 
Power through billions of pages and 
perform tens of billions of extractions 
daily. A modern business deserves a 
modern software architecture.
 
 (Grooper’s architecture is the key to us being 
able to process tens of billions of extractions per 
day at our largest healthcare account. We wrote 
our own scanning, image processing, NLP and 
ML integrations.)

DATA YOUR WAY
Work with data on your terms. Stream 
value by capturing and integrating 
knowledge from data within data.

(Grooper’s hierarchical data modeling extracts 
and integrates meaningful information from 
paper/electronic documents and other forms 
of unstructured data.)

VALUE–FAST
Stay laser focused on rapidly 
discovering and delivering 
meaningful value from existing 
and new use-cases. 

(We helped a Documentum customer 
fix a repository with six million images 
missing attributes because they didn’t 
have experts to enter the data at the 
start of the project. We tackle the 
tough challenges that other systems 
cannot resolve.)

INNOVATE 
Deliver new products to market faster 
by unlocking new sources of insight. 
Transform operations and empower 
workers with data.

(Grooper was built to succeed where others have 
failed. The platform has become the foundation for 
many industry-first solutions in healthcare, financial 
services, oil and gas, and government.)

TRANSFORM
Being able to know and trust your data is essential 
for meaningful digital transformation and business 
process automation.

(We help companies understand and develop 
a practical working relationship with their unstructured data. 
When unstructured data is no longer a mystery, it becomes 
useful for achieving efficiency and innovation to drive revenue 
growth and competitive advantage.)

DELIVER 
Combine deep industry expertise with 
artificial intelligence to deliver on the 
promise of intelligent technology.

(Grooper combines patented and sophisticated 
image processing, capture technology, machine 
learning, natural language processing, and optical 
character recognition to enrich and embed human 
comprehension into data.)

WHY
GROOPER


